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Abstract 
Multiple transmit and receive antennas have shown a tremendous potential to increase 
the spectral efficiency and the reliability of wireless communication as compared to the 
conventional single antenna systems. These aspects are quantified in terms of the spatial 
multiplexing gain and the diversity gain respectively. Recently, it was shown that there 
exists a fundamental tradeoff between diversity and multiplexing gains, referred to as 
the diversity-multiplexing gain (D-MG) tradeoff. 
Part-I focuses on the widely studied and well understood quasi-static MIMO Rayleigh 
block fading channel with perfect channel state information (CSI) at the receiver, and 
not at the transmitter. Starting with some bounds on the D-MG tradeoff, we provide 
sufficient condition for a space-time (ST) scheme to achieve the optimal D-MG tradeoff. 
The suKicient condition is in terms of the 'determinant' of the codeword difference matri- 
ces and leads to a simple code design rule. The amenability of the suflicient condition is 
evident from a recently proposed ST constructions from cyclic division algebras (CDA) 
by Elia et al., that achieve the optimal D-MG tradeoff for arbitrary number of transmit 
and receive antennas. These constructions are part of a joint work that does not appear 
in this thesis. The suficient condition presented in this thesis, in conjunction with these 
ST code constructions fwm CDA, settles the problem of providing explicit constructions 
of ST codes that achieve the optimal D-MG tratleoffor arbitrary number of transmit and 
receive antennas. 
Part-I1 deals with quasi-static Rayleigh block fading MIMO channel which assumes 
presence of noiseless feedback channel capable of conveying one bit of information per use 
of the feedback channel. For the MIMO ARQ channel there exists a three dimensional 
tradeoff between the diversity gain, multiplexing gain and the maximum delay called 
Diversity-Multiplexing-Delay (DMD) tradeoff. A sufficient condition under which a ST 
code for ARQ signalling achieves the optimal DMD tradeoff is presented for the case 
n, 2 nt. Following this, explicit minimum-delay ST code constructions based on CDA 
which meet this sufficient criterion and are thereby DMD-optimal are also provided. 
